Case Study

Air Conditioning Optimisation
The Objective
The objective is to optimise an air conditioning system to deliver a better building environment for the occupants, operate
the building more sustainably and thus deliver greater customer value.
Optimising a buildings air conditioning system first requires an understanding of how the building is used and how the
occupants wish to use it. From there we can devise and implement an air conditioning optimisation strategy to deliver what
is required through monitoring, measurement, data collection, data analysis, diagnosis and actions.
Birdsall’s air conditioning optimisation services incorporate numerous types of specialist software and hardware to
undertake these tasks.
Our investment in these technologies enable Birdsall to offer customers the benefits of air conditioning optimisation.
The Birdsall R&D department are constantly evolving our air
conditioning optimisation models, incorporating the latest
technologies and software. Each year we implement all these
new developments in the field to prove their value.
We agreed with our customer SMMT to implement our latest
optimisation model at their Headquarters so that we could
monitor the air conditioning systems performance whilst
they enjoyed the benefits. The majority of the cost of the
project would be met by Birdsall from our R&D budget.
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The Challenge
The challenge of this project was to test the SmarterDM optimisation software under real conditions over a period of one
year to fully understand its performance and effectiveness.
In turn we promised to provide SMMT with an effective energy management platform to achieve energy savings and
greater insight into the operation of their air conditioning system. The objective was to improve energy efficiency and
reduce electrical consumption whilst maintaining quality workplace conditions.

The Cutomer
The Society of Motor Manufacturers & Traders (SMMT) is
the voice of the UK motor industry, representing more
than 800 automotive companies in the UK.
SMMT operates from their head office on Great Peter
Street in Westminster, London which they purchased,
refurbished and moved into in 2012.
The five-storey building incorporates four floors of
open-plan offices and multiple meeting rooms, a
ground floor exhibition area for members to showcase
their vehicles and a basement refractory. Birdsall has
maintained the building for SMMT since the
refurbishment in 2012.
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The Project
Birdsall installed a cloud-based energy management system with a link to the existing Trend BMS system to enable the
air conditioning system to be closely monitored, managed and optimised.
The project included:


Wireless environment monitoring hardware installed throughout the building to measure temperature,
humidity and occupancy in key spaces.



Wireless air conditioning controls hardware installed to give remote scheduling capability based
on environment conditions.



Integration with existing Trend BMS to give remote visibility of key systems .



Setup and configuration of alerts to proactively inform the building managers of important building data
(e.g. air conditioning faults, high or low temperatures, excessive energy consumption and other system faults).



Design of a user-friendly homepage with data displayed for site electricity.

In addition to the Birdsall
air conditioning engineer
responsible for the
building, we trained the
building’s management
and maintenance team to
use the energy
management software.

The energy management system and software provided greater insight into how energy is consumed across the building and
automated control of the air conditioning system to improve the building users comfort while also achieving energy savings.
The system allows the team to access real-time data and manage their energy spend and maintenance regimes in a more
proactive manner, therefore optimising the ac systems.
The comparison tools within the portal helps to establish site energy baselines and provides a monitoring and measurement
platform to verify savings programmes and analyse performance.
Prior to our installation, the building was operated using a Trend BMS. We connected to this to bring all the data onto Birdsall’s
own monitoring dashboard. This allows monitoring and control of individual boiler plant and air handling units too.
The Trend BMS operates on fixed schedules, so the new system provided greater scheduling flexibility and set point control
allowing changes to be made on both desktop and mobiles devices.

Through the monitoring we pick up data such as:


Run times



Fan speed



Mode



Air temperatures



Fault conditions

Birdsall can also access the individual AC fault codes to allow diagnosis of faulty plant to be undertaken off site, to reduce
time on site and avoid unnecessary site visits if issues can be resolved remotely. This element of the project makes up a key
strategic benefit of the system for Birdsall & SMMT.

Birdsall can remotely schedule the operation of the individual AC units and controllers around the site. We operate three
modes of operation (Normal, Eco and Off ) with a view to reducing AC run times to drive energy savings and a clear Return
on Investment for the project. By controlling the AC, master schedules can be set, amended live at any time and local
control can still be granted with regular overrides to prevent large time chunks of overspend.
Measurement of environmental conditions across the site is another key part of the project. This helped to ensure desired
environmental conditions are maintained for the comfort of office staff and to provide more data to drive more optimised,
automated scheduling of the AC units.

Using temperature set points to drive its operation or occupancy profiles to define more optimised times of operation
drives savings and eradicates energy overspend.
The temperature data will also provide the data to explore whether greater savings opportunities are available through
turning off equipment for short pockets of time throughout the working day.
The deployment of the portal provides an ability to set up alerts against all monitoring metrics on the portal e.g. AC error
signs, temperatures, dirty filters on Air Handling Units.
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The Outcome
After 12 months in operation this Air Conditioning Optimisation project delivered a 14% reduction in electricity
consumption. The annual savings achieved to date deliver a Return on Investment of less than 2 years.
Further reduction in electrical consumption and monetary savings are achievable in year two of the project where further
optimisation of the air conditioning can be implemented, and behavioural change becomes established.
The monitoring and control of environmental conditions has significantly improved the sustainability of the building.
Understanding of electrical usage and bills are significantly better.
There have been additional savings from improved maintenance since installing the technology. We anticipate call-out and
remedial costs to decrease as we utilise the system for remote monitoring, providing further on-going savings and greater reliability.

Ongoing Optimisation
Under our maintenance contract Birdsall will continue to monitor and adapt scheduling of the air conditioning systems
based on occupancy data. This will further minimise energy use and maximise savings. This project has already identified
further optimisation potential within a number of areas of the building that require only minimal capital costs and
behavioural change to deliver and will be implemented in subsequent phases of the project.
We are satisfied with the results of our R&D investment and have made the new service model available to all of our
customers.

Customer Quotation
“Birdsall undertook the air conditioning optimisation project in our building very professionally. After one year the
financial, operating and environmental results were very impressive. We are delighted to be able to continue to
benefit from the energy management system which will be maintained by Birdsall. Our members appreciate the
initiatives that have been taken for the benefit of all”.
Vinny Phul, Head of Information Technology, SMMT
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